earning From Prosperous Operators Like
LBruce
Page-Maytag Just Like Home Laundromat

IMONEX® “...always delivering the results you were hoping for.”
“My wife and I own a 60 machine Independent Laundromat in Bourbonnais, IL. We recently
updated many of the washers and all our dryers. With today’s available technology, customers
are always looking for the convenience of being able to get in and out of the store more quickly, so
we now offer a ATM, credit card acceptance at our counter and still maintain a coin/cash system.
When we started our research on how to improve our coin drops to accept dollar coins as well as
quarters one name kept coming to the top of the search, IMONEX. I put a call out to Butch and
he was immediately able to guide me on my selection. The first coin mechanisms were made to
retro-fit some older double stack dryers. Butch did a fantastic job, providing great communication,
wonderful quality and tremendous follow through, and the mechanisms have worked like a charm.
The choice to go to dollar coins and also quarter acceptance has been a success with our
customers. They can now choose their payment method with additional options, and they do not
have to have a fistful of quarters. The dollar coin option also allows us a longer interval before
having to empty the coin boxes.
We have once again added some additional dryers. Our first phone call again was to Butch and
the wonderful folks at IMONEX to fulfill all our needs. It is always a pleasure to do business
with people that take the time to get to know your needs and always deliver the results you were
hoping for.
I would highly recommend IMONEX to anyone that wants a quality product built by courteous and
qualified people with a true understanding of their customer needs. Great Job IMONEX!!”

Contact Imonex and see how to improve your Coin Flow 800-446-2719

www.imonex.com
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